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5

Abstract6

Depression is identified as one of the most common mental health disorders in the world.7

Depression not only impacts the patient but also their families and relatives. If not properly8

treated, due to these reasons it leads people to hazardous situations. Nonetheless existing9

clinical diagnosis tools for monitoring illness trajectory are inadequate. Traditionally,10

psychiatrists use one to one interaction assessments to diagnose depression levels. However,11

these cliniccentered services can pose several operational challenges. In order to monitor12

clinical depressive disorders, patients are required to travel regularly to a clinical center within13

its limited operating hours. These procedures are highly resource intensive because they14

require skilled clinician and laboratories. To address these issues, we propose a personal and15

ubiquitous sensing technologies, such as fitness trackers and smartphones, which can monitor16

human vitals in an unobtrusive manner.17

18

Index terms— clinical depression, emotional health monitoring, facial features extraction, visual computing,19
machine learning, predictive model20

1 Introduction21

epression can be identified as a significant medical disorder that affects more than 264 million people ??1] every22
year all around the world. Depression goes unrecognized and untreated most of the time due to lack of knowledge23
in this area, and even the treatment starts, it is regularly hard to identify its visibility. Apart from that, the world24
health organization has mentioned that depression goes untreated due to the untrained medical officers and lack of25
resources. Due to the mentioned scenarios, it poses several challenges to diagnose and treat depressed patients.26
In previous studies, depression diagnosis is often based on subjective screening questionnaires or structured27
clinical interviews that rely on timely in-person visits as well as accurate recollections by the patient. This makes28
early detection of depression symptoms exceedingly difficult among this population. There are different types of29
depression categories identified [2], [3] in the world, but all those types share the same characteristics such as30
sleep variations, physical inactivity and mood swings. Apart from the detrimental effect on activities, it can lead31
to other problems such as reduced social interaction, drug abuse, a decrease of personal hygiene, increased alcohol32
use, and neglecting medicines [3]. Researchers have proved that people can use technology to manage their day33
to day tasks without any hassle [4]. At the same time people tend to use technical equipment to monitor their34
fitness activities. Due to that reason, we proposed implementing a comprehensive solution that will monitor35
depression using a fitness band and a mobile phone.36

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In section II, the Related work will be introduced. Then,37
System architecture will be discussed on Section III after that, the data analysis and methodology are explained38
in section IV. Section V contains the implementation results of the proposed system. Section VI concludes the39
research paper.40
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9 D) ANALYSIS OF STATIC FACIAL FEATURES

2 II.41

3 Related Work42

This part of the literature study will review existing approaches about depression diagnosis. Traditionally43
psychiatrists are specialized to work in anxiety and depression disorders. It has mainly focused on subjective44
screening and laboratory-based approaches [5]. Recently there has been an advent of studies into cellular sensor45
networks and intelligent environments for remote monitoring applications. As a result, a significant portion46
of researchers have tried to develop mobile apps and social network behavioral patterns to diagnose affective47
conditions, such as emotion, social alienation and frustration.48

In this section, in this section, we present relevant works that used to develop health data. The research49
of CARDIA [6], Fit flex [7] have used wrist-worn actigraphy monitors to collect sleep data. This model has50
facilitated to measure the sleep parameters of a depressive personnel. The Research of interactive virtual agent-51
based health care delivery network [8] of Sim Sei, was able to develop decision making support mechanism through52
an integrated system. A Reduced Region of Interest (ROI) based research on static facial emotions have used53
local binary patterns as the extraction technique [9]. The researchers were able to find out the significant six54
facial features. The heart rate variability research was able to introduce wearable equipment to detect depression55
based on cardiograph data. [10] Compared to the existing work in mental health monitoring [8,9], ”Dheergayu”56
is distinct in following features, Dheergayu proposes an integrated system for monitoring Depressive Disorders,57
and the solution centralized with enabling multi-health data capturing and analyzing models. The centralized58
model be able to sense and produce the severity level of depressive cases.59

4 III.60

5 System Architecture61

When designing ”Dheergayu” we introduce an automated framework with two (2) distinct components. The62
patient data is cached into the application persistence and it will be synchronized into ”Google Fit API” services63
by preconfigured user time intervals.64

6 IV.65

7 Methodology66

This project is about developing a clinical depression assistant which gives depression severity status based on67
Heart Rate Variability [12], Cyclic Alternation Pattern [13] and Random Eye Movement [14] of sleep, Static facial68
features [15] and Dynamic facial features [16] of a patient. The stated patient data access from the patient’s fitness69
tracker and Camera of a smartphone via developed application. Under the methodology, reviews the analysis of70
each health data of a patient, to produce suggestions and further recommendations to improve decision making71
for caretakers and doctors. The goal of this project design is, assist patients in their difficult situations with the72
help of minimum user interactions.73

8 a) Research Dataset74

The availability of empirical data is of vital significance for the evaluation of the research problem. The used75
datasets are important for model creations and feature extractions. Due to the delicate existence of clinical76
records, the dataset distribution is neither large nor unrestricted. Under the research of depression analysis,77
we used the following data sources [17] Eye aspect ratio concept which defined in the ”Real-Time Eye Blink78
Detection using Facial Landmarks” research paper which based on the work by Soukupova and Cech [22] used to79
identify the blinks of the depressed person. As shown in Fig. 4 this feature only extracts the eye of the provided80
video and each eye is represented using six coordinates.81

The EAR method used for this feature is mentioned below, EAR value is constant when the eye is open, but82
the value will drop to zero when a blink occurs. By using the landmark distance (1) this feature has ability to83
identify the blinks of the depressed person.84

After identifying the blink count this feature should identify whether this blink count is normal or related85
to depression. According to [23] depressed people have a low blink rate. It has been reported that the normal86
spontaneous blink rate is between 12 and 15/min [24]. By getting these mentioned points this feature will generate87
a report that indicates the depression rate by using the blink rate.88

9 d) Analysis of Static Facial Features89

The development of facial image analyzing plays an important role in the face recognition field [25]. As well as90
the observation of facial emotions of a depression patient is provided huge support for decision making for the91
treatments by recognizing the depression level of the patient. This analysis of static facial images could give the92
early mentioned support in an effective way.93
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10 i. Data Acquisition94

CK+48 facial emotion dataset [20] were used to model development. The stated dataset contains 981 facial95
expressions in 48x48 dimensions and are categorized to 7 emotions as anger, contempt, disgust, fear, happiness,96
sadness and surprise. In the Preprocessing stage translating facial images into grayscale images. Face recognition97
and facial landmarks detection done by using the C++ library called Dlib [26]. Emotion detection is done with98
feeding coordinates data of those extracted facial landmarks that are vectorized to Support Vector Machines99
classifier called Support Vector Classification with linear kernel. It could get 88% accuracy of emotion detection100
through 10 runs.101

11 iii. Depresssion Analysis102

As shown in Fig. 5 we developed a Hidden Markov Model (HMM) based component to get the depression status103
of a patient using previous emotion data by setting initial values with the prior knowledge and HMM provides104
the depression level in a probabilistic way. Use of the previous status of the patient supports the creation of a105
network to identify the depression pattern.106

12 e) Analysis of Heart Rate Variability107

Under the research study of HRV model development following datasets [17], [18] were used. The datasets108
contained cardiograph data of 185 patients who had depressive disorders and 145 subjects were selected as109
control group (nondepressive disorders). Total 257 subjects were selected for model development. Data set110
contains attributes such as HRV, blood pressure, age, gender with 14 columns and 257 rows. In the data111
preprocessing stage, Principal Component Analysis used to manage the dataset more effectively.112

In HRV detection, HRV is the physiological phenomenon of the variation in the time interval between113
consecutive heartbeats in milliseconds [27]. Using logistic regression model analysis, the HRV, based on the114
age, gender, blood pressure and HRV rate. Model used fitness band data for its predictions. Model provides 94%115
of accuracy of the training dataset. According to [28] depression patients have a lower HRV than normal people.116
and HRV depends on the age limit of the person. As shown in Fig. 6 the describes the performance of the117
evaluated model. (2) This is the technique that used to provide the probabilistic result based on the historical118
predicted data. Analyzing historical data, ”Dheergayu” can predict more accurate results based on the user data119
and history results.120

13 f) Analysis of Depressive Sleep i. Data Acquisition121

Under the study, data [17][18] [19] of the total 671 participants with evidence of having sleep disorders, 142122
subjects were selected (Insomnia -63, Obstructive Sleep Disorder -36, normal controls -43). The selected123
proportion has Sleep Obstructive Disorder (OSA) [29], Insomnia [30]. The subject’s sleep was recorded from124
Electroencephalogram (EEG) channels, epochs of 30 seconds.125

ii. Data Preprocessing126

14 Results and Outcomes127

After performing the test phase, we found that there are significant differences between healthy and depression128
groups. At research beginning, the system accuracy will evaluate with modular based testing. Under the testing129
phase we used sixteen ( ??6) real-world respondents for result evaluation. The system test was conducted with130
two scenarios.131

15 a) Modular Based Testing132

From the 16 respondents, 14 responses are selected into modular based testing. Under the testing process 2 cases133
are classified as positive cases (Clinically identified as having depression disorder), 2 participants of 16 eligible134
participants were dropped from the analysis because of missing data and anomalies. ? !(& ! ? ! (?)(4)135

16 b) Mediator Based Testing136

In Mediator Based testing approach, stress tested with developed mediator of cloud server. The mediator137
developed with ensemble learners. In the prediction analysis that focused on depression, 2 participants of 16138
eligible participants were dropped from the analysis because of missing data and anomalies.139

As shown in Table ??V, tested with a 14% depression population. As shown in Table ??, the mediator was140
able to reach a 92% success ratio.141

17 Conclution142

This research was carried out to identify the depression of clinically identified patients in a more accurate and143
efficient way with the help of machine learning and visual computing technologies that are widely used today.144
”Dheergayu” application, which is the outcome of this research, is fully equipped with four different features to145
monitor depression of a specific person. Most importantly this app will generate a report by using the outputs of146
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17 CONCLUTION

all four features that will help the doctors to identify depression with different aspects. Face is one of the most147
important and versatile features when it comes to depression analyzing. Throughout the research ”Dheergayu”148
team were able to identify different facial aspects of a person that can vary overtime due to the depression.149
”Dheergayu” application has the ability to capture videos and pictures of depressed people and get the outcome150
which is depression status by using the trained models and algorithms that are developed to monitor depression by151
using visual aspects of the face. Sleep and HRV are the other two features that ”Dheergayu” team has identified152
during the research, which has a great impact and variance with depression. Application always communicates153
with the fitness band to collect sleep and HRV data of the person and it will be processed with the developed154
models and algorithms in a backend cloud server. Since these two features are using a smart watch, ”Dheergayu”155
application has the capability to monitor live data in every movement.156

Complete application is responsible for maintaining records that are generated by all four features and the157
novelty of this research is that there is no such solution to monitor depression with such a lowcost equipment and158
such features that are mentioned in the research paper. Since all the machine learning models and algorithms that159
are implemented in this solution has a higher accuracy, ”Dheergayu” application can provide a comprehensive160
solution to the depression disorder. 1

12

Figure 1: Fig. 1 .Fig. 2 :
161
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Figure 2:
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Figure 3: Table 1 :
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Figure 4: Fig. 3 :
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Figure 5: Fig. 4 :
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Figure 6: Fig. 5 :
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Figure 7: Fig. 6 :
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Figure 8: Fig. 7 :
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Figure 9: Fig. 8 :
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Figure 10: Fig. 9 :
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3

Model Compon
ent

depressNon-
depress

Avg.
prob-
abil-
ity

Logistic Regression HRV 2% 98% 0.88
Random
Forest Sleep 1% 99% 0.92
Classifier
Support
Vector Static Face 4% 96% 0.89
Machine
Keras
sequential model Dynamic

Face
3% 97% 0.87

(3 layers)
As shown as table III, the modules were tested
on isolated environments to identify the base mark of
each individual component. All the developed
components have reached a success ratio of 0.82. All
the testing dataset were not used to model
development.

Figure 11: Table 3 :

4

Depress Non-depress
Input data 2 12

Figure 12: Table 4 :

5

Depress Non-depress Average Probability
results 2 12 0.82

VI.

Figure 13: Table 5 :
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